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About Me
As a UGC Creator my goal is to offer
high quality content that promotes
brands in alignment with my interests.

I look for conscious brands that care
about sustainability and high quality
products.

I love introducing products and
services that are of high quality and
keep full integrity with my users by
only sharing items I have tried and
genuinely suggest. I focus on
promoting brands that are in the
health/wellness, beauty, travel, and
fashion space.

The energy I bring to my content is
unique and positive. I care about
aesthetics and put my best foot
forward in all of my creations.

For packages & process please
proceed to the following pages.



package 2

package 1
one video (30-60 seconds)$150

PACKAGE OPTIONS

3 videos (30-60 seconds each)$350

package 3
5 vieos (30-60 seconds each)$550



request + receive samples

create + post within agreed time frame

payment + ad codes/links

once the samples are requested, I notify the
brand once they are received. as a creator with
>5000 followers, i am invited to request samples
or shipped them directly.

for paid videos, I can create content within 7 days
of receiving the product unless otherwise
discussed & agreed upon. if brand requests
approval for videos, they are submitted via email.

once posted, the content will be sent via links to
the brand with generated ad codes for boosting
if preferred. once this is done, I expect payment
to be processed within 30 days of receiving the
links to videos or sooner.

step 1

step 2

step 3

CREATOR PROCESS



FAQ
Can I post your video on my/brand’s page?

What about a long-term partnership?

Yes. I can either create shoppable content and post on my page or
you can have access to the final video I have edited/created for your
product.

Start with package 3 for 5 videos and we can continue an ongoing
partnership from there. If both parties are satisfied with the work, we
can further our partnership at potential discounted rates.

Can you link my item in your showcase for free?

I only link items in my showcase that I have tried and genuinely
would suggest to my closest friends/families. This helps me keep my
integrity as a creator. If I agree to have your item in my showcase, it is
because I have used it and love it :) 

How much do you charge for an Instagram story post?

Typically, I post in my story videos that have been created for tiktok
and link them directly to the video. I also highlight each of my story
posts as affiliate links on my instagram page, so the rates will be the
same as my packages unless otherwise discussed via email.



Let’s Collaborate!
UGC CREATOR: @

KRITGAL
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instagram.com/kritgal
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kritgalcreates.com
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